
KWC HOMEBOX

Convenience 
meets  
aesthetics
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Strikingly
simple and 
versatile
KWC HOMEBOX – the universal con-
cealed solution for any bathroom size.

The KWC HOMEBOX features a wide variety of products and 
allows for extremely simple installation. Products in this line 
can be combined in a variety of ways, from a simple shower 
situation to a complete thermostat system with two outlets in 
different surface colours. The various functions can be easily 
selected at the touch of a button. KWC HOMEBOX, the innova-
tive solution for the stylishly minimal design bathroom.
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Single outlet
Handheld shower head

Thermostatic mixer Lever mixer

Dual outlet
Overhead and handheld shower head*

Dual outlet
Overhead and handheld shower head*

Single outlet
Handheld shower head

KWC HOMEBOX

Modularity for versatility 
in application
Universally suitable
With its modular design and specifi c functions, the KWC HOMEBOX is 
the ideal universal concealed system for any application. 

Modular concept
Lever or thermostatic mixer, single or dual outlet: the modularity of the 
components enables the system to fi t seamlessly into the KWC product 
lines. 
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Module 1
Lever mixer

Module 2
Switch overhead and 
handheld shower head*

Module 3
Hose outlet
Handheld shower head

Module 1
Thermostat
with temperature
setting

Module 2
On/Off and
fl ow setting
Handheld shower head

Module 1
Thermostat
with temperature
setting

Module 2
On/Off 
Overhead shower or
bath spout

Module 3
On/Off and
fl ow setting
Handheld shower head

*bath sprout and handheld shower head also possible 

handheld shower head* Handheld shower head

setting Handheld shower head

*bath sprout and handheld shower head also possible 

with temperature
setting

Overhead shower or
bath spout

fl ow setting
Handheld shower head
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Safe use
Safety as standard. The hose outlet is secured against backfl ow in all 
variants in accordance with DIN EN 1717. A shutoff prevents possible 
scalding on all thermostatic mixers and the water temperature remains 
constantly below the critical value, even if the cold water fails.

KWC HOMEBOX

Intuitive operation
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Press
Save water and energy when lathering up. 
The water fl ow can be stopped immediately 
at the touch of a button and restarted just as 
quickly. 

Turn
Water fl ow under control. Turn the Choice
button to precisely regulate the fl ow rate. 
The hose outlet is directly integrated in all 
versions. 

Comfortable operation 
As simple as a light switch. The water starts fl owing when you press the Choice control button 
and stops when you press the button again. The water fl ow can also be precisely regulated on 
all thermostats using the control button.
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Supplied pre-confi gured
Ready to use – the modules of the set are 
already connected to each other. Guaranteed 
easy alignment and installation thanks to 
pre-assembled boxes.

Precisely
positioned
It couldn’t be simpler: 
the baseplate for the 
boxes can be easily 
attached to the sur-
face with millimetre 
precision.

Installation made easy
Our detailed installation videos show you how to successfully 
install our products in simple-to-follow steps. 
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Quickly attached
Super simple – screws and the sealing 
membrane secure the escutcheon holders 
fi rmly to the box and prevent splash water 
from penetrating. Smartly 

mounted 
Time-saving – the 
escutcheons are 
attached to the 
escutcheon holder 
without a single 
screw. 

Compact dimensions
Effortless – the minimal projection of the 

operating units leaves plenty of space 
for installing the fi ttings, for example in 

narrow shower cubicles. 

KWC HOMEBOX

Easy installation
and assembly
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Drywall
construction 
Retaining rings on 
the boxes mean that 
the KWC HOMEBOX 
can also be easily 
and securely 
attached to partition 
walls.* 

KWC HOMEBOX

Twice the Talent

*Optionally available: mounting rails for even easier installation (see overview of product range)

Masonry 
The baseplate is 
ideal for shell 
construction. It 
allows the box to be 
perfectly positioned 
and easily aligned.* 
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Safety 
If the hot and cold water inlets are installed 
incorrectly, the water fl ow can simply be 
reversed. If the box does not sit in the wall 
at the required installation depth, this can be 
quickly corrected with the extension sets.

Convenience
Quick, easy and safe installation guaranteed. 
All units for concealed installation are fi tted 
with shut-off valves as standard.
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“Premium-quality
design, 
easy installation 
and a perfect 
user experience”
Markus Roser, Head of Product Management & 
Product Development in an interview discussing the 
idea and concept behind the new KWC HOMEBOX.

What’s the basic idea behind the 
design of the KWC HOMEBOX?
With the KWC HOMEBOX, we want 
to offer people a new kind of shower 
system that gives them a perfect user 
experience. Our Choice control button 
makes controlling the water as easy 
as flicking a light switch. The Choice 
control button is convenient and easy 
to use and can also save valuable 
resources, as it allows you to briefly 
pause the flow of water while was-
hing your body. Water starts flowing 
at your ideal preset temperature 
when you press the button and stops 
when you press it again. You can also 
control the amount of water flowing to 
the handheld shower head by simply 

twisting the button.
When designing the concept, we not 
only took user needs into account; we 
also paid great attention to the needs 
of architects, planners and installers, 
which we meet by offering a wide 
range of options, a modular design 
and easy installation.

For which use cases was the KWC 
HOMEBOX designed?
The KWC HOMEBOX is the ideal 
universal concealed system for any 
application – its modular design and 
specific features mean it can be com-
bined in a variety of ways, depending 
on needs and design requirements. 
Be it a lever mixer or a thermostat, or 

a single or dual outlet, the system fits 
seamlessly into all KWC product lines 
and harmonises perfectly with the 
three colour options – chromeline,
matt black and brushed steel – to 
create a designer bathroom with a 
personal touch. The minimalist design 
with slim proportions fits in seamless-
ly with a wide range of styles.

What makes the KWC HOMEBOX 
really stand out for you?
For me, the aspect that really sets the 
KWC HOMEBOX apart is the unique
combination of premium-quality design, 
easy installation and a perfect user 
experience. 
The minimalist escutcheons ensure 



a clean, tidy look and also have the 
advantage of greatly minimising the 
build-up of dirt and limescale, making 
the product particularly easy to keep 
clean. The modularity of the system 
and its perfect integration into the 
existing product lines lead to a vast 
array of design options. 

In addition, the modules of the base 
units are already connected together 
and pre-assembled ready for instal-
lation, meaning that any adjustments 
or alignments required during instal-
lation are absolute child’s play. In 
response to customer feedback, we 
have integrated features to further 
boost efficiency and safety – such as 

shut-off valves, a reversing function 
and protective caps – as standard. 
Extension adapters and escutcheons, 
as well as an additional mounting rail, 
are available as options, making this 
an ingenious package that can be 
added to as and when needed. In this 
way, we can ensure fast, easy and 
safe installation for all types of walls 
and masonry. For us, it’s essential to 
provide solutions for any problems an 
installer may encounter.

A few final words …
I’m really thrilled about the KWC 
HOMEBOX. Our new concealed 
system enables us to meet the various 
needs of our target customers in the 

best possible way. We offer a modern 
and minimalist design with modular 
versatility coupled with easy, safe and 
time-saving installation – and a highly 
intuitive and comfortable shower 
experience.
Many thanks to all those who helped 
bring this project to fruition. 

Thank you for the interview, Markus.
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Shower lever mixer – single outlet

Installation example

Components 
     Trim kit KWC BEVO 
     21.424.550.000

     Escutcheons Z.538.897.000

     Sliding wall bar FIT K.26.99.02.000

     Hand shower CHOICE-H 26.000.125.000

     Shower hose 26.001.003.000

1

2

3

4

5

Concealed unit  

    39.006.251.931

*   in accordance with pipe diameter determined  

** measurements in mm/as per plans
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Tub lever mixer – dual outlet

Installation example

Components 
     Trim kit KWC BEVO    
     20.424.550.000

     Shower bracket 26.000.620.000

     Hand shower FIT-X slim 
     26.000.103.000

     Shower hose 
     26.001.003.000

Concealed unit  

           39.006.261.931

*   in accordance with pipe diameter determined  

** measurements in mm/as per plans

1

2

3

4

min. 250**
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Shower lever mixer – dual outlet

Components 
     Trim kit KWC BEVO
     20.424.550.000

     Shower bracket 26.000.620.000

     Hand shower FIT-X slim 26.000.103.000

     Shower hose 26.001.003.000

     Shower arm 26.000.813.000

     Shower head PIATTO-X Q 26.000.205.000

Concealed unit  

           39.006.261.931

*   in accordance with pipe diameter determined  

** measurements in mm/as per plans

Installation example

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Shower thermostat – single outlet

Components 
     Trim kit KWC HOMEBOX 
     Thermostat single outlet Choice 21.004.853.000

     Escutcheons Z.538.897.000

     Sliding wall bar FIT K.26.99.02.000

     Hand shower CHOICE-H 26.000.125.000

     Shower hose 26.001.003.000

Concealed unit  

    39.006.271.931

*   in accordance with pipe diameter determined  

** measurements in mm/as per plans

1

2

3

4

5

Installation example
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KWC HOMEBOX18

min. 250**

Tub thermostat – dual outlet

Installation example

Concealed unit  

           39.006.261.931

*   in accordance with pipe diameter
     determined  

** measurements in mm/as per plans

Components 
     Trim kit KWC HOMEBOX
     Thermostat dual outlet Choice 
     20.004.853.000

     Shower bracket 26.000.620.000

     Hand shower FIT-X slim 
     26.000.103.000

     Shower hose 26.001.003.000

1

2

3

4
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Shower thermostat – dual outlet

Installation example

Components 
     Trim kit KWC HOMEBOX
     Thermostat dual outlet Choice 20.004.853.000

     Shower bracket 26.000.620.000

     Hand shower FIT-X slim 26.000.103.000

     Shower hose 26.001.003.000

     Shower arm 26.000.813.000

     Shower head PIATTO-X Q 26.000.205.000

Concealed unit  

           39.006.261.931

*   in accordance with pipe diameter determined  

** measurements in mm/as per plans

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Trim kit
single outlet
KWC BEVO

21.424.550.000, chromeline*

Trim kit
single outlet
KWC WAMAS 2.0

21.474.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit
single outlet
KWC AVA 2.0

21.464.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit
single outlet
KWC DOMO 6.0

21.664.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit
single outlet
KWC MONTA

21.414.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit
single outlet
KWC FIT

21.544.550.000, chromeline**

Trim kit
single outlet
KWC ELLA

21.384.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit
single outlet
KWC ACTIVO

21.404.550.000, chromeline

Assortment | KWC HOMEBOX

  *Expected availability of matt black and brushed steel: from Q4 2024

**Expected availability of matt black: from Q4 2024
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Trim kit dual outlet Choice
KWC AVA 2.0

20.464.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit dual outlet Choice
KWC DOMO 6.0

20.664.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit dual outlet Choice
KWC ELLA

20.384.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit dual outlet Choice
KWC BEVO

20.424.550.000, chromeline*

Trim kit dual outlet Choice
KWC ACTIVO

20.404.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit dual outlet Choice
KWC MONTA

20.414.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit dual outlet Choice
KWC WAMAS 2.0

20.474.550.000, chromeline

Trim kit dual outlet Choice
KWC FIT

20.544.550.000, chromeline**

Assortment | KWC HOMEBOX
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Trim kit
Thermostat single outlet Choice

21.004.853.000, chromeline

21.004.853.176, matt black

21.004.853.177, brushed steel

Trim kit
Thermostat dual outlet Choice

20.004.853.000, chromeline

20.004.853.176, matt black

20.004.853.177, brushed steel

Hand shower
KWC CHOICE-H

26.000.126.000, chromeline

26.000.126.176, matt black

26.000.126.177, brushed steel

Hand shower
KWC-X slim

26.000.103.000, chromeline

26.000.103.176, matt black

26.000.103.700, brushed steel

Shower hose
L 1500

26.001.003.000, chromeline

26.001.033.176, matt black

26.001.033.177, brushed steel

Sliding wall bar 
L1100

K.26.99.02.000, chromeline

K.26.99.02.176, matt black

K.26.99.02.177, brushed steel

Escutcheon
for sliding wall bar 

Z.538.897.000, chromeline

Z.538.897.176, matt black

Z.538.897.177, brushed steel

Trim kit
shower holder

26.000.624.000, chromeline

26.000.624.176, matt black

26.000.624.177, brushed steel

Assortment | KWC HOMEBOX
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Extension set 
KWC HOMEBOX

Z.538.806, Single outlet levermixer

Z.538.808,  Single outlet thermostatic mixer

Z.538.807, Dual outlet thermostatic and lever mixer

Mounting rail
KWC HOMEBOX

Z.538.900

Excutcheon extension
KWC HOMEBOX

Z.639.489.000, chromeline

Z.639.489.176, matt black

Z.639.489.177, brushed steel

Base unit 1/2" KWC HOMEBOX, single outlet thermostat –  
with shutoff valve

39.006.271.931

Base unit 1/2" KWC HOMEBOX, dual outlet –  
with shutoff valve

39.006.261.931

Base unit 1/2" KWC HOMEBOX, single outlet –  
with shutoff valve

39.006.251.931

Assortment | KWC HOMEBOX
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